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Decipher the “Indie” code: a social 
semiotic analysis of Frankie 



Overview  

 Research Rationale: “Indie” Culture & Frankie 
 Theoretical Background & Methodological Issues 
 Frankie 

 Overview: Personification  
 Overall structure: topics & text types  
 Frankie bit: layout, genre & discourse strategies   

 Implications  



Indie Culture 
101 
  Independent 

(Alternative) 
Youth Culture  

  
 “music, film, 

literature or 
anything that fits 
under the broad 
banner of culture - 
created outside of 
the mainstream 
and without 
corporate 
financing” 

   



Indie Culture: Why  

 The characteristics of indie culture (external 
rationale) 
 Close relation with digital technology: born out of the WWW 

boom mid-late 90s (e.g. Pitchfork Media: 1998-)   
 Elitist: predominantly middle class, white, male 
 Entering commercial mainstream in the past two years 

 A process perspective on culture (internal rationale)   
 Gap between textual analysis and contextual (cultural) 

interpretation in SFL tradition 
 Time-based model for MDA as a complementary approach 



Research 
Data: Frankie 

 National Bi-
monthly 

 November 2004- 

 Circulation: 47,000 
approx. 
*vogue: 55,000 approx 

 One of the fastest 
growing magazines 
in Australia  

 18-35 (female/
male) 
*Based on Australia Bureau of 
Statistics figures source: ABC 
Homemade magazine bucks the 
trendhttp://www.abc.net.au/
news/
stories2010/06/09/2922264.ht
m ) 

Paper:  
Semi-

glossy to 
Matt 

12 Issues: 24 (July/August, 2008) to 35 (May/
June, 2010) 



Theoretical Background 

 Post-structuralism: Barthes (1964; 1990; 2006)  
 Genre Theory: Bakhtin (1986); Martin & Rose (2008) 
 SFL oriented DA/MDA analytical tools: Halliday & 

Matthessien (2004); Martin & White (2005); Kress & van 
Leeuwen (2006)  

 Studies on traditional women’s magazines: e.g. Ferguson 
(1983); Hermes (1995); McCracken, (1993); Winship 
(1987); Gough-Yates (2003); Machin & van Leeuwen 
(2007)  

 Bernstein (1971) Coding orientation, Bourdieu (1984): 
Symbolic capital  



Research Procedure & Methodology 

• Content Analysis (Goffman, 1979; Bell, 2001, Kress & van 
Leeuwen, 2006): “Conceptual”, e.g.  
• Types of Participants: Human (named vs. generic) vs. Objects (types of 

objects)  
• Types of settings: Domestic + Public  
• Commercial (Product endorsement) vs. Non-commercial  

Stage 1 

•  Qualitative: Social Semiotic  
• Elementary Genres (Martin & Rose, 2008; studies on traditional 

women’s magazines, e.g. ) 
• Visual Layout (Kress van Leeuwen, 1999, 2006) 
• Appraisal  (Martin & White, 2005) 

Stage 2 

•  Quantitative ??? Stage 3  



Frankie  

Personification 

Blurring social 
boundary between 
reader and the 
magazine: back- 
grounding (?) 
institutional role 

“ aimed at women (and men) looking 
for a magazine [[that’s as SMART, 
FUNNY, SARCASTIC, FRIENDLY, CUTE, 
RUDE, ARTY, CURIOUS and CARING 
as they are]].” 

  Appreciation (evaluating entities) = Judgment 
(evaluating characters) 

  Target of appraisal: Interchangeable 



Frankie 
Homepage 

Blog: “Individual”,  

“Chronicle”:  New post 
everyday 

Blog: 

Personification 

Blurring the time 
boundary: magazine 
consumption as 
daily activities  



Frankie in 
Social Media 
Facebook: joined at Jan 
2008, friends: 80,319 

Twitter: Joined at 
March 2009, followers: 
approx. 20, 890 

Myspace: 12,666 

Personification 

Blurring the time & 
space boundary: 
magazine as 
extended social 
network 



Frankie Bits  

4 spreads of promotions 

Musician/band 
interviews: 57  

Cultural/social 
events, (exhibitions, 
concerts, fairs, 
charity): 19 

*Products: 341 



Main Feature: 

Profile/Interviews: 
“Cultural Creatives” (Ray & 
Anderson, 2000) 

• Musicians: (and Music 
industry): 11 

• Designers: (fashion, 
graphic, craft):10  

• Entrepreneur: Green 
industry (8) Antique 
Vintage (2) 

• Filmmaker/Photographer: 
8  

• Performing artist (actors/
comedian/dancers): 6  

• NGO Volunteers: 4 

• Writer/Journalist: 4 

• Artist: 3 

• Non0specific: 14 



Fashion 
Editorials 
Fashion photography 
based on a theme 
(narrative, emotive)  



Features: 
Interviews 
Movie stars 

Indie Musicians 

Cultural Icons 



Features:  
Letters to editor  

Product reviews  

Recipes  

Witness/personal story 

Backgrounder (history) 

Art Reviews 

Photo Editorial 



Frankie Bits 
Layout  

“Accumulative” layout 
patterns: strong 
framing, square, large 
empty white space   

Stylistic association 
(?): Modernist (e.g. 
Bauhaus), Minimalist 
(e.g. Scandinavian) 
Design, 80s Polaroid  



Frankie Bits 
Genres 

Product promotions 

Heterogeneity 

  

Basic structural 
element: product, 
brand, [price] and 
stockist 

Holy Crap! How good is this? Pretty up your pushie 
with a Carrier basket from XXX and you’re sure to be 
the envy of bike-loving fold everywhere. Inspired by 
intricate Swedish crochet, it comes in white, green and 
black and will sent you back $ 149 from 
www.XXX.com.au  



Frankie Bits 
Genres 

Product promotions 

Heterogeneity 

 Hi, I’m an awesome snuggly cardigan made of 
granny squares and love. I’m from Australian knit 
wear label XXX. My designer, XXX, is really into 
sustainable manufacturing and fair trade, so I was 
handmade by local weavers and artisans in Peru 
and Argentina and thus am both precious and rad. 
Like me? I’ll set you back $ 500. www.XXX.net.au 

  
“Darling, I’ve got to tell you something.” 
“What is that, dear?” 
“All these years, I’ve been living a lie.” 
“What?!”  
“I can’t explain it. But my tiger hand can, in a funny voice 

With fake roars”. 
“Well, thank goodness for that…By the way what IS that?”  
“It’s an Animal Hands Temporary Tattoos, $ 12.5 from 

XXXX. I brought it online at XXXXX.  
“That was surprisingly informative summary. Thank you.”  
“I spent the last of our savings on it.” 
“Oh”.    

Name? XXX 
Position? Team manager (skate)  
What’s the XXX store in a few words? Out of LA. Young, fresh 

and innovative.  
Prince point? Entry to high.  
Where can we get them? Select stores and skate shops.  
Why should we part with our hard-earned cash for XXX? 

Best money ever spent.  
Three words to think of when you think of XXX? Your next 

shoes!   
Complete this sentence-You should wear our shoes 

when….chilling out, rocking out and of course, skateboarding.  

Extensive use of 
contextual metaphor  



Personification  

Commercial Promotion 
as a process of 
exchanging emotions  

•  Ooh-we covet the new AW range from XXX. We covet) it.  
•  We are a bit fond of these new wooden XXX from XXX.  
•  Feeling the need to express your love for the Victorian 

capital in pillow form? 
•  It’s no secret we’ve been squealy little fangirls (Affect: 

Inclination) of XXX for a good long white now…but we are 
particularly fallen in love with this super deluxe XXXX.   

•  Frankie is proud as punch to be helping launch the new 
summer 08/09 range from the super lovely types at XXX. 

•  We are liking it so much that we’re telling you it’s back in 
shops for another round.   

•  …because just about everything in it makes you want to grin 
with joy and hug passer-by. 

•  Feeling the need to express your love for the Victorian capital 
in pillow form?  

•  If you fancy wearing your intellectual heart on your sleeve… 
•  Proclaim your love for all things carb-laden with this delighful 

XXX.  
•  Bit we in Australia shouldn’t despair because XXX also runs a 

website where you can enjoy the itty-bitty experience online 
and order your very own XXXX.  

Reader: consumption 
as Affect  

Frankie: Affect as  
main strategy of 
‘institutional 
evaluation 



Re-
contextualising 
consumption 

•  Something about the world’s favorite alien dressed up as Mr 
T tickles us no end.  

•  If you want to show off your love for the breakfast of 
champions ….  

Consumption of 
‘creativity’   

Design as main target 
of evaluation 

Designer as target of 
evaluation (AFFECT) 

Foregrounding 
designing process  

•  There’s a lot of love going behind the scenes at XXXX. The 
design trio behind the brand –Kelly Davis, Scoot Davies 
and Maya Clemmensen-are three kinds of happy with each 
other, being siblings (Kelly and Scott), partners (Maya and 
Scott) and best Friends (Kelly and Maya) .There’s a lot to 
love in their clothes as well. 

•  “Once upon a time there was a girl in a house who loved to 
draw. It wasn’t long before these drawings became an 
obsession and she lived for her creations.” This is the story 
of Ali J, a talented illustrator….. 

•  Jessica Sutton’s toy and accessory label XXX came to life 
during a cold Canadian winter, when the Sydneysider was 
spending time in Northern Alberta. To keep her hands 
busy, she started turning out sock puppets, vinyl pencils 
cases and wallets, eventually turning to plush bears and 
other cutesy critters.  



Re-
contextualising 
consumption 

Creating the “indie” 
lifestyle  

•  Is it possible to theme your life around your feet? Please 
say yes, because we suspect that wearing these pretty 
Adella shoes from XXXX would lead to and existence full 
of dainty tea parties, scratchy gramophone recordings and 
dancing the Charleston till dawn. 

•  Is it wrong to admit that we have often fantasized about 
running away to some snow-bound chalet in Switzerland 
and surrounding ourselves with beer steins, melty fondue 
cheeses and cuckoo clocks? Sort of like crazy old cat ladies, 
but with wood-based time0keeping machinery 

•  “Whoa, whoa, take a…take another little piece of my heart 
now, baby”. We can’t say for sure if the designers at XXX 
were listening to Janis Joplin when they came up with this 
little number… 

•  XXXX makes us want to sing that “In an English Country 
Garden” . Not the naughty version though.  

Evoking cultural memory 
(cultural references)   



Implications  

 So what Frankie tells us about ‘indie’ culture in 2010? 
 Coding orientation: highly elaborated code (Bernstein, 1971) 
 Consumption as a naturalized and stylized activity  
 Blurring boundary between public/private  
 At this stage: a closed community: non-negotiable cultural 

values?  

 So where do I go from here? 
 Bridging to other site for indie culture (e.g. pitchfork): focusing 

on interviews of musicians  
 Detailed profile of types of social/activities and objects (visual/

verbal) associated with indie lifestyle 
 Fashion editorials comparing Vogue, W, etc.  
 Suggestions….  


